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plant consequently appears to be significant at a local level un~er Calrfor~1a Reg1ste: 

criterion 1 because of its importance in the history of the electrical power industry, with a 
period of significance from 1901 to 1949. 

Although the plant appears significant under California Register criterion 1, its historic 
integrity was severely compromised when the boiler room and the adjacent shops were 

demolished. The boiler room played an essential role in the process of producing electricity 
at the plant, thus it was a significant part of defining the historic use of the building. Given 

its huge size (63 by 434 feet) and the significant equipment it housed, the boiler room was a 
significant "character-defining" feature of the building's original design. The long rectangular 

shaped boiler and turbine rooms (plus the small office on the west) comprised the original 
1901 plant, historically the most significant section of the building. The 1983 demolition of 
the boiler room removed over 50 percent of the original historic plant Today, the only 

extant exterior walls of 1901 plant are the north wall of the turbine room and part of the west 
fa<;ade. The other exterior walls either have been demolished or were extensively 

remodeled in 1930. The 1930 alterations do not appear to have diminished the plant's 

integrrty because they are over 50 years old and now appear to be significant as Part of the 
plant's growth and evolution. However, the loss of the boiler room has particularly 

compromised the plant's integrity of design, materials, feeling, and association. If the boiler 
room were extant today, the plant would appear to be eligible for the California Register. 

If the plant retained a higher level of integrity, it would have also appeared to be eligible 

under California Register criterion 3 as a major example of an early twentieth-century stearn
powered electrical plant in Northern California. The surviving plant, which primarily dates 

from the 1930 remodeling, does not appear to be architecturally significant or significant in 
the history of building technology. Although potentially significant because of its association 

with Claus Spreckels, Station A does not appear to have strong associations with Spreckels 
because of the brief period of his ownership of the plan: and the many alterations to the 
plant su seq . . b Uent to his ownership. Consequently, Station A does not appear to be eligible 
under California Register cnterron 2. 
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